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QUESTION: 50    
Which two statements about IBM WebSphere Portal WSRP are true? (Choose two.)   

A. The Producer can provide a portlet through WSRP 2.0 only.
B. The producer can provide a portlet through WSRP 1.0 only.
C. The Consumer supports only WSRP V2.0 Producer portals.
D. The producer can provide a portlet through WSRP 1.0 or 2.0.
E. The Consumer supports both WSRP V1.0 and WSRP V2.0 Producer portals.

Answer: A, C   

QUESTION: 51    
Patty received a new portlet and a Java archive (JAR) file to be installed in her 
development IBM WebSphere Portal environment. This portlet uses the 
com.ibm.websphere.personalization.ContentSpot class to run personalization rules. In 
addition, the JAR file contains generated content spot classes and other resource 
collection classes. Her goal with this deployment is to avoid any class loading issues.   
In which directory should Patty deploy the JAR file so that the portlet personalization 
rules can locate the required class objects?    

A. ${PortalServer_root}/shared/ext
B. ${PortalServer_root}/pzn/prereq.pzn/lib
C. ${wp_profile_root}/portalServer/pzn/collections
D. ${wp_profile_root}/PortalServer/solutionInstaller/shared/app

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 52 
After syndication from the staging to the production environment, several “user not 
found” exceptions appear in the log. What is the best way to avoid this problem in the 
future?    

A. Run CleanupUsers.xml/XMLAccess.[sh/bat].
B. Configure the system to automatically run the member fixer tool when syndicating.
C. Write a script that runs the Member Fixer task at the same intervals as syndication.
D. Deploy an application that listens for syndication events and runs the member fixer
task after each syndication.

Answer: B 



QUESTION: 53    
Which statement is true regarding vanity URLs? 

A. A Portal page can have only one vanity URL.
B. Only the Portal administrator can create vanity URLs.
C. Vanity URLs do not include the personalized home context.
D. Vanity URLs and friendly Urls for the same portal page are not allowed.

Answer: D    

QUESTION: 54    
When migrating a shared portal farm, assuming that each farm instance is a clone, 
which approach is valid?    

A. Migrate each farm instance as a stand-alone environment.
B. Migrate each farm instance as a stand-alone environment, and enable farm mode.
C. Migrate one instance as a stand-alone environment, create clones of the migrated
instance, and enable farm mode.
D. Disable farm mode, migrate one instance as a stand-alone environment, create
clones of the migrated instance, and re-enable farm mode.

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 55 
Marcel wants to configure portal search to use HTTP only.   Which configuration task 
must he run?    

A. modify-search-transport-http
B. modify-search-transport-unsecure
C. modify-servlet-transport-unsecure
D. modify-servlet-transport-guarantee-none

Answer: D    

QUESTION: 56    
Which action must be run before an administrator can work with portal scripting 
commands?    



A. List all portal instances.
B. Connect to Application Server.
C. Clear the environment command.
D. Log in to the portal server instance.

Answer: C    
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